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Efficiency sells homes
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Montreal builder finds success with
green approach

Cover: Stantec’s David Overton, left, and
Walmart’s Joji Bunda worked together to
make the company’s Burlington, Ont. store
ultra-efficient. Please see our article on page
44. (Photo by Bruce Nagy)
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A Better Boiler Just Got Better!
Easy to use touchscreen control.
Access your boiler from any
location with the V-10 PORTAL.

Easier to install, smaller footprint,
Multiple piping options.

Patented
system.

moisture

management

Up to 10:1 Turndown ratio.

Built-in multi zone pump control,
up to 4 zones.

Built-in CSA/UL approved LWCO
and manual reset high limit.

Boiler control on the go with the
V-10 Portal Website.

More common parts for easier
servicing. Universal boiler control &
two fans service all models.
Vent lengths up to 480 feet.
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Environmental zealotry
The great thing about democracy is that –
in theory – anyone can run for office. The
worst thing about democracy is that anyone
can run for office.
This industry is under attack because various environmental activists have managed
to get elected to municipal, provincial and
federal governments. These zealots have
little patience for a pragmatic coordinated
approach to dealing with climate change.
They want the world to go green and
to go green tomorrow, with little regard to
the costs to the average home and building
owner, or to the many businesses and jobs
that rely on fossil fuels.
Natural gas was touted just a few years
by governments as a “clean fuel”. Ontario
is replacing coal-fired power plants with
natural gas versions at enormous expense
to take advantage of natural gas' cleaner
burning properties.
But natural gas is now the target as
governments aim for a “carbon neutral”
environment, which is simply political
doublespeak for a ban on natural gas. In
Ontario, the government has now adopted
the ludicrous position that electricity from
nuclear plants is “clean energy” because
it doesn’t produce carbon. Never mind
the huge environmental concern over
radioactive waste and how to dispose of it.
We’ve reported previously on what
appears to be little more than a pissing
match between different jurisdictions to be
greener than the next one. Vancouver city
council makes no bones about the fact that
they’re out for the distance record with their
“Greenest City 2020 Action Plan.”
www.plumbingandhvac.ca

Part of that includes replacing
conventional natural gas with renewable
natural gas (RNG) – methane from landfills
and agricultural operations. Fortis B.C.,
which currently produces one quarter of
one percent of B.C.’s natural gas needs from
four RNG plants, points out that it would
be impossible to meet all needs from that
source. Is RNG better than conventional
natural gas from a greenhouse gas emissions
perspective? It’s hard to find figures that
would support that, but it certainly is more
expensive to produce.
Faced with political zealots re-writing
environmental laws on sometimes
questionable information with little regard
to affordability or even what’s possible, the
entire industry needs to work together to
defend our interests.
I find it troubling that one of the
industry’s leading associations chooses to
take a “fuel neutral” stance when many, if
not the majority, of its members make their
livings through manufacturing, distribution
and installation of natural gas equipment.
The federal government and the
provinces are working on a national plan to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions through
the national building code process. We need
to stand up to the zealots that have little
patience for this pragmatic approach. Our
livelihoods are at stake.
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QUICK INSTALL.
QUALITY PERFORMANCE.
The new Delta hands-free thermostatic lavatory faucet is
the smart choice for applications requiring thermostatic
temperature regulation. The mixing valve and solenoid are
contained within the body of the faucet and the supply lines
are factory-installed, making installation quick and simple,
thus saving you time and money. Outlet temperature limits
can be set easily from above the deck by the installer and
a top mixer allows the user to adjust the water temperature
to comfort. Now that’s smart.
Backed by an exceptional 5-year limited warranty.
deltacommercialfaucets.com

Q Industry News

Vancouver ‘greenest city’ plan alarms industry
buildings) must meet energy reduction targets 20 percent below 2007
levels by 2020 and be “carbon neutral” by 2030.
For existing buildings, the new bylaw requirements were added to
the existing upgrade mechanism process used in Part 11 for Life Safety,
Structural, and Accessibility.
“Although HRAI typically maintains a “fuel-neutral” stance in
these sorts of discussions, the association always guards against
policy initiatives or regulatory changes that force market changes at
a pace that may create hardship for consumers and the industry that
supplies products for comfort conditioning. The timeframes adopted
are aggressive and may create product shortages leading to confusion,
hardship and unnecessarily high costs for consumers,” said Luymes.

Plumbing changes
There’s no word yet on a fossil fuel alternative for Vancouver’s
large seaplane fleet.

By Simon Blake

On the plumbing side, CIPH has objected to the pace at which changes
are being made, the lack of consultation with industry and the expense
to home and building owners. They have urged the city to co-ordinate
the Vancouver Building Bylaw with planned national and provincial
Please see ‘Natural’ on page 8

The City of Vancouver’s Greenest City 2020 Action Plan and related
changes to the Vancouver Building Bylaw are raising alarm in both
the HVAC/R and plumbing industry with energy and water efficiency
requirements that go far beyond national code requirements.
“The Vancouver city council is pushing forward a lot of green
initiatives. They want to be the greenest city in North America and
they are pushing through lots of things to get there,” remarked Robert
Waters, technical adviser, codes and standards, for the Canadian
Institute of Plumbing & Heating (CIPH).
The changes have the potential to result in significantly higher costs
for Vancouver consumers and building owners as manufacturers are
compelled either to make special products for the Vancouver market
or opt out of it, remarked Martin Luymes, director of programs and
relations for the Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Institute
of Canada (HRAI).
Both HRAI and the Canadian Institute of Plumbing & Heating have
written letters to the City of Vancouver objecting to the proposals and
the lack of consultation with industry.

• New to North America, not new to pumps!
• Canadian warehouse ensures quick delivery!

Aggressive changes

Utility, Sump, Sewage, and Well pumps!

The Greenest City 2020 Action Plan will require that by 2020 new
homes must be carbon neutral and use 50 percent less energy than
homes did in 2007.
Some areas of the city have been designated for the establishment of
neighbourhood energy systems that supply thermal energy for heating,
hot water, and in some cases cooling. These areas have specific thermal
requirements for buildings to connect and use neighbourhood energy
services.
As well, all existing and new larger (Part 3 and Part 9 non-residential
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See us at

MCEE
Trade Show

Booth #1031

Topp Quality
Quality, Best Warran
Warranty
and Lower Cost = Best Value Pump

Head Office:
160 Pennsylvania Ave. Unit 4, Vaughan, Ontario, L4K 4A9 Ph: (905)
532-0082 Email: sales@hena.ca
Maritimes: DH Sales Manufacturers Agency, Daniel Hendry
(902) 818-0587 Email: dan_hendry@hotmail.com
Morden National Sales and Marketing Inc. Ph(519) 627-0791
Email: customerservice@mordennational.com
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Q Industry News

Natural gas ban
impractical
Continued from page 7

building and plumbing code changes.
Vancouver’s planned changes include
making 4.8 litre flush toilets mandatory with
no accommodation for retrofits where the

plumbing system may not function properly
with such low volumes.
The plan would also reduce showerheads
– including multiple installations – to 7.6
litres per minute (L/min) for each 1.7 metres
square of floor area. This effectively kills any
vertical spa installation, notes CIPH. The
bylaw requires that showerheads be certified
to the U.S. WaterSense standard, but many of
those listed cannot be WaterSense certified.
CIPH has asked that kitchen faucets be

removed as well; it still takes the same volume
of water to fill a pot or sink regardless of flow
rate.
CIPH also opposes a proposed ban on sink
food waste grinders, noting that this may also
affect residential and commercial dishwashers
that often have these devices built in.
CIPH has sent three letters to the City of
Vancouver since last June with little response,
noted Waters. “There’s no indication on their
part that they are going to change what they
are doing.”

Impractical objectives

Introducing

IdealLav

TM

■

Only lav drain to include replaceable grid
strainer and internal stopper.
■ No more clogs! Removeable grid strainer
keeps jewelry and hair
out of drain.
■ Internal stopper holds
water overnight.
■ One-piece tube drops in
for easy installation.

Useful. Innovation.

816.796.3900 Q watcomfg.com

Patent www.watcomfg.com/patents
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Some of the Vancouver initiatives are simply
not achievable. They want to ban conventional
natural gas and replace it with renewable
natural gas – methane from landfills, etc. The
gas utility, Fortis B.C. has pointed out that this
is virtually impossible.
It currently operates four renewable gas
methane facilities – two landfills and two
agricultural operations. Combined, they
produce one quarter of one percent of B.C.’s
natural gas needs. Getting to 100 percent
would require approximately 100 landfills, the
company reports, and the cost of production
would erase any cost advantage over heating
with electricity. Currently in B.C. heating
with natural gas is about one third the cost of
heating with electricity.
And even if they wanted to switch everyone
to electricity, they don’t have the grid capacity,
noted Waters.
In a letter to city council, Fortis B.C. said it
would cost the average family of four $1,500
per year in additional energy costs. The utility
has 108,000 customers in Vancouver, with up
to 1,400 new ones each year.
“This policy is impractical and has the
potential to increase costs for energy users in
the city and stifle innovation over the longterm,” wrote Fortis B.C. president and CEO
Michael Mulcahy in the letter.
“The city keeps saying they are not banning
natural gas…but ultimately they are by their
policies making natural gas less and less a part
of new builds. If you get new infrastructure
that is put in without gas lines, you are
effectively banning natural gas because you’ve
made it so difficult through the codes,” added
Waters.

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

Your road to South Korea starts here
Win a seven day trip for two to South
Korea including two days at the 2018
Winter Olympics.
Also, tour Navien factories and see the sights
of Seoul and other parts of this fascinating
country.
To be eligible for this trip enroll in the
NavienRewards program.

T H E

L E A D E R

We’ll pick one winner from each of our eight
sales regions based on total number of 2017
high-quality installations and the best before/
after photos with brief description.
Second and third place entries will also win
valuable prizes.
For more details sign up today
at NavienRewards.com. #NavienAllStars
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CIPH will request change to Alberta
hydronic slab insulation requirements

will provide detailed technical information,
economic costs and impact on members. As
part of the process, CIPH surveyed its Alberta
members to get an idea of the impact and also
met with members of the Alberta hydronic
heating community. The organization
expects to have its request in to the Alberta
government before the end of April.
“We’ve had pretty positive response from
Alberta government officials,” he added.

Onerous requirements

Relief is hoped for soon for Alberta hydronic contractors facing industry chilling
underslab insulation requirements.
There may soon be relief for Alberta hydronic
heating contractors who fear that changes to
the National Energy Code and the Alberta
Energy Code will make radiant floor slab
heating impractical due to new requirements
for underslab insulation.
The Canadian Institute of Plumbing and
Heating (CIPH) plans to request that the
Alberta government make a variance to
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amend the onerous requirements, reported
Robert Waters, CIPH technical adviser for
codes and standards. CIPH is also looking
into possible changes in the National Energy
Code, but that is a longer process, he added.
The change took effect in Alberta on Nov. 1.
Waters noted that it took some time to get all
the information required to request a variance
from the Alberta government together. CIPH

As we reported in November, Alberta adopted
Section 9.36 of the National Energy Code
for Buildings into the Alberta Energy Code
in May, 2016, with enforcement beginning
Nov. 1. This new code requires a minimum
R-value for hydronic underslab insulation of
R-16, which equates to 3-1/2 to four inches,
plus additional insulation around the perimeter of the slab. Current practice is one inch
of foam insulation or about R5 as required
by the CSA B214-12 Installation Code for
Hydronic Heating Systems.
The National Energy Code divides the
country into geographic regions depending
on climate – these requirements are for Zone
7, which includes much of Alberta.
The Canadian Hydronics Council (CHC)
estimated that the change could add as much
as 300 percent to the cost of a radiant floor
heating system.
In addition to more insulation, the change
will require thicker slabs and more rebar to
prevent deflection of the slab. The excavation
will have to go deeper and, depending on the
design of the walls and footings, they may
have to go deeper as well.
“If it is not skating rink flat, the potential for
voids underneath becomes larger,” remarked
Barry Cunningham, general manager at
Triangle Supply in Red Deer, Alberta.
He estimated that the typical residential
project that cost $8,000 prior to Nov. 1 would
now cost about $16,000. “In my opinion, it’s
going to take it beyond the resources of the
homeowner.”
The irony, noted Canadian Hydronics
Council program manager Matt Wiesenfeld,
is that these changes would push building
owners to less efficient technologies that don’t
require underslab insulation. 

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

Women in industry program launched
A new organization will support professional
development for women in the plumbing
and HVAC/R industry. The new Canadian
Institute of Plumbing & Heating (CIPH)
Women’s Network will also enhance
member companies’ opportunities to attract,
develop and retain more
high-performing female
employees.
“We are privileged
to be part of an Industry
that offers a vast range of
opportunities to build rich
and fulfilling careers for
Siân Smith
both men and women, and
yet we continue to yield
a highly unbalanced workforce in terms of
gender representation and a tendency to
stick to traditional recruiting and promoting
patterns,” remarked network chair Siân Smith

(Noble Corporation).
“The CIPH Women’s Network is intended
to drive a new level of energy and commitment
towards the growth and development of
women in plumbing and heating across
Canada,” she added. It will do this by offering
a variety of programs and events to women
employed by CIPH members, such as:
• Skills development
• Industry education and training
• Professional and personal goal achievement
• Networking events
• Mentorship
• Leadership opportunities
The committee members leading the
Network are: Siân Smith – Chair; Barbara
O’Reilly (Rheem Canada Ltd) – Vice
Chair; Mélanie Schwery (Bélanger-UPT);
Ravi Beech (Valley Acrylic); Gail Kaufman
(Wolseley Canada); and Heather Ferris

Bell & Gossett’s e-Series pumps are
the only ones to meet and exceed the
'2(ōVVWDQGDUGVIRUSXPSHIƓFLHQF\
three years early – well in advance of the
2020 compliance date. Combined with a
Technologic variable speed drive, they’re
WKHKHDUWRIDQH[FHSWLRQDOO\HQHUJ\HIƓFLHQW
system. So why wait to start saving? Discover
the pump technology of the future today.
Learn why the groundbreaking e-Series
SXPSVDUHVRLQFUHGLEO\HIƓFLHQWDW
%*(IƓFLHQF\1RZFRP.

The CIPH Women’s Network enjoyed
a strong turnout at its first event in
Mississauga, Ont. March 1.
(InSinkErator Canada).
For more information, please contact
Elizabeth McCullough, e.mccullough@ciph.
com or womensnetwork@ciph.com. 

AHEAD

OF ITS TIME
(AT LEAST THREE YEARS)

© 2017 Xylem Inc. Bell & Gossett is a trademark
of Xylem Inc. or one of its subsidiaries.
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QBuilding Green

Radiant systems
well received in

strengthening
Montreal market
Green technologies help
builder make the sale for
small additional cost
By Bruce Nagy

Knights Bridge engineer and principal Simon Boyer has achieved
significant success as a builder by adopting green HVAC/R
technologies.

L

ike cats with feathers sticking out of
their mouths, the citizens of Montreal
are keeping a secret. These days the
city is doing quite well economically,
but with the uncertainty south of the border,
people everywhere are hesitant to celebrate
good news, or even mention it.
A vibrant knowledge-economy sector,
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affordable housing and a low dollar that helps
manufacturing have all contributed to the
best job growth for decades. Unemployment
dropped from 10.3 percent to 7.3 percent last
year as 70,000 jobs were added. Prices for real
estate are increasing too, following the trend,
finally, in Toronto, Vancouver and Calgary.
Detached homes are leading the pack, but

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

Modern hydronic heating design ensures the future occupants of the Elää
project will be comfortable in their homes while enjoying minimal heating
and cooling costs.

The boiler room was incomplete at the
time of P&HVAC’s visit, but the complex
uses two of these 600,000 Btu/h units,
pictured on another project.

in some areas, like the southwest of the city,
condominium prices are strengthening too.
This is very good news for Knights Bridge,
a builder of premium-quality condominiums
active in the densification process in the
Verdun area. The company has grown from
the smallest infill projects to middle-sized
ones like Elää, which will consist of 41 units,
each at more than 900 square feet.

are used to optimize energy and, as noted,
Keeprite heat pumps ranging from 9,000
to 24,000 Btu/h are used for the upstairs
bedroom floor heating. This means each floor
is a zone with its own thermostat.
“One of the early engineers wanted to
oversize the boilers,” reported Martin Couture,
MPA president. “We made a different proposal
to the builder and it became a design-build
contract. That engineer left the project.”
The buildings are heavily insulated.
Insulation between the joists is R-24, and is
then increased by Owens-Corning two-inch
rigid board polystyrene on the outside of the
buildings. This results in a total of R-34 and

Different kinds of systems
They are conditioned via hydronic radiant
floor heating systems in polished concrete
slabs in the main living areas and small
heat pumps for upstairs bedrooms. Electric
baseboard heaters are used in common areas,
so the project is good example of thoughtful

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

varying solutions in each area that combine to
create the required efficiencies that allow the
project to be registered as LEED Platinum.
The 41 units are housed in six separate
buildings, with one common hydronic system.
Mechanical contractor MPA Mecanique,
Gatineau, Que. used three runs of about 55
feet each of seven-inch insulated Uponor
Ecoflex piping, which contains supply and
return lines within an insulated casing,
about six feet underground to connect the
mechanical room to each unit.
Two 600,000 Btu/h Lochinvar gas boilers
provide heat for the radiant system at 50ºC
(121ºF) and domestic hot water at 61ºC
(142ºF), with the help of a buffer and two
reserve tanks. Heat recovery ventilators

Please see ‘Net’ on page 15
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Top quality and
attractive price…
a new winning combi for your customers!

Lasting performance
Quality workmanship you can trust with new
Viessmann-made SA240 S43932 stainless steel
Inox-Radial self-cleaning heat exchanger and new
stainless steel factory calibrated Matrix cylinder
fully-modulating gas burner.
On-demand DHW
Built-in DHW unit includes stainless steel plate
heat exchanger, 3-speed pump, diverting, pressure
bypass and pressure relief valves, water hammer
arrester and sensors - conforms to NSF/ANSI 372 for
“lead free” plumbing products.
User-friendly control
New backlit LCD touchscreen control with enhanced
programming interfaces with a variety of external
control devices to provide comfortable and reliable
energy-saving space and DHW heating.

VITODENS 100-W, B1KA

gas condensing Combi boiler
Heating input: 21 to 125 MBH
DHW max. input: 149 MBH

www.viessmann.ca
1-800-387-7373

Outstanding versatility
NG or LP fuel compatible “out-of-the-box”
with bottom pipe connections and front access
to all serviceable components plus multiple
venting options for easy installation service and
maintenance - all in a compact wall-mount design.

QBuilding Green
Underground
insulated piping
that contains
supply and return
lines connects the
boilers to each
building.

polished concrete approach and some other
better quality choices,” says Couture.
People are beginning to accept or choose
smaller living spaces and greater densification,
but now they seem to be shopping a little more.
They’re doing a little more research on features
and quality; so that less will at least feel like more.
Marketers say this is more pronounced among
millennials, but that it is also a phenomenon
among other age groups of homebuyers.
The selling price is still a key determinant,
especially in the many towns and cities that
are not booming, but cost over the longer term
is increasingly considered. Is the building
energy efficient and will the heating, cooling
and electricity be affordable every month?

An extra two percent cost

Net-zero ready condos
Continued from page 13

minimizes thermal bridges. The ceiling is R60
using cellulose insulation while the windows
are double pane argon-filled.
“All of these new LEED condos are
modeled to be 30 percent higher in energy
efficiency,” said LEED Consultant Benjamin
Zizi of Écohabitation in Montreal. “But in
follow-up discussions with owners I am
hearing that they are saving more on energy
than the modeling (predicted).”

Net-zero ready
“ These are the first net-zero-ready
condominiums in Montreal,” said Knights
Bridge principal (and engineer) Simon Boyer.
‘Net-zero’ means a building produces at least
as much energy as it uses. So ‘net-zero-ready’
is clever marketing-speak for ‘solar ready,’ but
it seems to stand up under further questioning.
Zizi confirms there is space on the roofs
to provide enough solar energy to make the
property net-zero. PVC tubing from attic to
mechanical room is built-in, to make adding
future solar panels easy and inexpensive.

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

But Boyer says he and other builders don’t
generally offer to add panels, or even partner
with solar companies. “We need a company
like Solar City to come into the market.
Homeowners are a little afraid of solar. It’s one
more thing to break. They don’t want to take
care of them.”
Solar City and other full service solar
companies are selectively moving into cities
in North America, offering panel installation,
financing and maintenance. In some cases
they just rent a homeowner’s roof and
retain ownership of the solar electric system
themselves.

Green helps close the sale
What modern homebuyers don’t seem to
be as fearful about is looking a little more
at energy efficient, high quality systems like
those already built into every Knights Bridge
project. “Green is good and helps close the
sale,” says Boyer.
There seems to be more interest in better
quality, especially in growing cities with
hot real estate markets. “I have had a lot of
enquiries from other builders about the

Knights Bridge has doubled its annual revenue
for the past several years and won numerous
building and green awards, partly because
it has figured out how to build something
it calls Net-Zero-Ready for just two percent
more than a traditionally-built condominium
complex. It is also choosing locations very
carefully. Not all of Montreal is flourishing.
One interesting aspect of the Elää project was
the division of labour among contractors. MPA
did plumbing, including low flow appliances
and hydronics; a different company did heat
pumps; the electrician did baseboard heaters
and solar-ready; then there was also a LEED
consultant; engineer; architect; and builder.
It’s not unusual to have numerous subcontractors in new home construction, but
most of the players mentioned were involved
in some way with the HVAC system. With
many new technologies and different kinds of
expert competitors in a cat-eat-cat or cat-eatbird business, make sure you know your stuff
and are not like the engineer that had to leave
the project.
Sharpen your claws today. Are you a bobcat
or a canary? 
Bruce Nagy is a Torontobased freelance writer that
reports on green technologies
and solutions. He can be
reached at
bruce.nagy@rogers.com.
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Quality Products for
all your HVAC Needs
Whether you’re building or renovating homes, or erecting office towers,
Panasonic HVAC solutions provide everything you need to heat, cool, and save energy.

RESIDENTIAL DUCTLESS
Heating Operation
Down to –26°C

For residential applications, our ductless split systems do more than just heat and cool a home.
home
Available features include low ambient heating at outdoor temperatures as low as -26°C and room
occupancy detection that automatically adjusts temperatures to your ideal comfort setting.

COMMERCIAL DESIGN FREEDOM

For commercial spaces, ECOi VRF systems give contractors, engineers, and architects a modular HVAC
solution that can grow with any building. Using the most efﬁcient combination of compressors, fans,
and refrigeration management, ECOi lowers operating costs while offering the design freedom you demand.

Let’s take your business to proﬁtable new levels together.
To ﬁnd a local Canadian distributor: www.business.panasonic.ca/hvacrep

QAir Conditioning

Spring air conditioning

start-up

Coils and metering devices
can be troublesome
By Bob Bettles and Brian
Guttormson

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

T

he faces and the companies have
changed in some cases, but every year
we seem to see the same problems at
the beginning of the air conditioning season.
It always comes back to how the equipment
was installed and if it was set up for a long
lifetime of operation. It’s unfortunate that so
many problems result from poor practices by
the installing technician.

Instrumentation is critical
for setting up and servicing
today’s residential HVAC/R
systems.

For example, the installation
team arrives at a job. The
basement installation starts
with an air conditioning coil to
be installed on the top of a gas
furnace. The installer cuts into
the plenum to place the coil and
the first common mistake is that
the coil is not sealed to the rails
that the installer has placed in
the plenum.
This results in a number
of issues. The air can pass
around the evaporator coil and
bypass the cooling fins of the
coil; this will result in a poor
or low superheat and a lower
temperature differential.
The correct slope of a coil is
also important so that it doesn’t
get constricted and spill water
into the electrics of the furnace
– a common problem we see every year – thus
causing expensive repairs for a homeowner.
It is important for the airflow off an
evaporator coil to have a direct path to go into
the distribution system and into the plenum
take offs (PTO) to deliver air to the ductwork.
Please see ‘Easier’ on page 19
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THE ALL-NEW 2017 SUPER DUTY®.

When your reputation matters, you can’t be too capable, too powerful or too smart. That’s the all-new 2017 Super Duty®.
Dig deeper with best-in-class towing*, payload**, and torque***,ʓ. Outthink every challenge with available class-exclusive
innovations such as blind spots sensors that cover your truck and trailer and available cameras that give you a panoramic
view. They’re at your service to help you manoeuvre your trailer, avoid a collision and so much more.
Smartest and toughest Super Duty®. Undisputed.

BEST-IN-CLASS
MAX. TOWING
32,500 LBS*

BEST-IN-CLASS
MAX. PAYLOAD
7,630 LBS**

BEST-IN-CLASS
DIESEL TORQUE
925 LB-FT***

BEST-IN-CLASS
GAS TORQUE
430 LB-FT¤
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QAir Conditioning

Easier setup
Continued from page 17

This will keep the velocity of the moving air
up to reach the upper portions of the home.
Often what happens, due to the size of the
new evaporator coils, rather than upgrading
the plenum the coil apex or top pan actually
restricts the plenum takeoff opening. This
restriction causes a higher static pressure at
the wrong place.

Problem solving
Instrumentation has become a must for
problem solving on a troublesome air
conditioning system, whether it’s a new
system or service call. How else can you tell
if what was just installed is correct and meets
the manufacturer’s specifications? The days of
using your hand to feel the air temperature

and the right airflow are gone.
As equipment gets more
efficient, the homeowners
purchasing this equipment
(thanks to the general info on
the internet) are more up to date
on efficiency levels and values
than some of the contractors.
These customers are relying
on the contractor to get the
most efficiency out of it and
for it to last, without having
numerous trouble calls. The
instrumentation now available,
if used correctly, will cut down
the time of a service call and
the set-up of new and used
equipment.

Initial start-up

After one month in the system, this
liquid dryer is badly contaminated.

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

Oops! The instructions said to mount this coil four
inches below the ceiling. For some reason it was
mounted four inches above the floor where it would
would freeze up and spill water when the system
locked out.

Evaporator manufacturers now
make it easier to set up products by telling you
in their installation instructions the expected
wet and dry static pressure resistances at
various airflows.
By referring to this information the service
tech may then use a manometer combined
with a static tip on center below the evaporator
coil and a second static tip over just off center
of the coil to measure the actual static drop
through the coil.
By comparing the actual readings with the
manufacturer’s technical data the technician
can tell what is happening. If the evaporator’s
fan is running too fast, then the air does not
slow enough through the fins to drop off the
latent heat (moisture) to the coil fin surfaces.
This can prevent the refrigerant effect
from taking place, allowing damaging liquid
refrigerant to get back to the compressor.
This may also create customer noise

complaints as well as washing the lubricant
out of the compressor.
This lubricant washed out into the system
will eventually migrate to the evaporator
section. An oil-logged evaporator can be a
bear to diagnose, usually due to freezing. The
service tech will diagnose a low refrigerant
charge and add refrigerant to compound the
situation. Eventually the compressor fails due
to the lack of oil or continual liquid slugging.

Metering devices
Refrigerant metering devices for use with
residential air conditioning systems consist
of three styles – capillary tube assembly,
restrictor pin (piston) and thermal expansion
valve (TXV).
Capillary tube systems meter refrigerants
Please see ‘TX’ on page 21
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*

*Includes tolerance. Typical units can
operate in heating mode down to -27°C
depending on conditions.

M-Series | MFZ-KJ
• Available in 4 sizes, all are ENERGY STAR® certiﬁed
• Industry leading SEER up to 28.2, EER up to 15.8 and HSPF up to 13.0
• Capacity range of 2,300 – 29,000 Btu/h
NEW
*When installed by an Authorized HVAC (Heating,
Ventilating, and Air Conditioning) Installer.

Mseries.MrSlim.ca
From the leader in comfort innovation comes our brand new ﬂoor-mounted
design. This sleek and modern unit is available with Hyper-Heat technology
to provide excellent heating performance in Canadian winters. Now available
in single or multi-split, its high energy efﬁciency and extremely low operating
noise make it the perfect ﬁt for your next project.

QAir Conditioning

TX valves provide better metering
Continued from page 19

through small-bore tubes of fixed lengths.
The fixed piston style is a fixed orifice device, installed in a housing
with several distributor tubes to feed the refrigerant into the coil. This
design allows easy change of metering volumes by a simple change of
restrictor.
It is important to have the correct corresponding size pin to match
to the tonnage of the air conditioner of the system. Oversizing this
pin could flood the evaporator with liquid refrigerant; this excess
refrigerant may not experience a complete change of state, allowing
liquid to get back to the compressor. These metering methods create a
critical charge of refrigerant.
Superheat temperatures may be used to confirm refrigerant levels,
but any refrigerant added
or removed from the
system must be weighed
with a digital scale.
Superheat temperatures
with these fixed metering
designs may fluctuate
from five degrees under
high load conditions to as
high as 30 degrees under
low load conditions.
Wit h t he us e of
blended refrigerants
such as R410A, made
up from HFC125 and
HFC32 to produce a
higher efficiency level
using less product, a
more accurate method
to meter the refrigerants
This felt shows evidence of a failure
into the evaporating coil
to use clean welding practices.
was needed.

Best option, but expensive
The thermostatic expansion valve (TXV) was the best option, but
the cost of the cap tube and restrictor systems left this part out of the
residential market in the past.
This valve, by monitoring the suction line temperature, can respond
to changing load conditions and open or close to maintain a constant
superheat, usually of 12 >14ºF. The TXV does require a solid column of
liquid refrigerant for proper operation.
TXV’s for most residential applications also use an internal or
external equalizer tube to allow the system pressures to equalize at the
end of each cycle. Without this, a hard start kit would be required to
allow the system to restart after a cycle ends. When charging systems
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that use a TX valve it is recommended (as with the fixed metering
device) to charge with the use of a digital scale for accuracy.
As the superheat with the TXV is a constant value, refrigerant
charge testing must be done by verifying the sub-cooled temperature
of the liquid leaving the condenser. These values will be found on the
manufacturer’s rating data plates or the installation booklet.

Blended refrigerants
Because new refrigerants are a blend of two or more refrigerants, it is
necessary to charge the system in a liquid state to prevent fractionation
of the refrigerant blend. If refrigerant must be added, a fast charge or
a fuzzy vapour adapter on the suction side of the gauges will allow the
refrigerants to stay fully mixed as they go into the system.
The TXV is only one part of the system and cannot save you all
the time in an install or service. Proper practices of welding, system
placement, component selection, the weighing in of all measured
refrigerant charges, and the set-up of airflow through the coils will
assure long life to your installation or repair. 

SAY GOODBYE TO
PVC FOR VENTING

CA: (888) 735-5475
US: (800) 992-8368
polyﬂue.com

POLYPROPYLENE
GAS VENTING SYSTEM
• More Versatile
• Easier
• Quicker
• Safer

TM

Direct Replacement
on all high efficiency
CSA certiﬁed gas
appliances – furnaces,
boilers and water
heaters

Saves up to 50% in installation cost!

• Maximum ﬂue gas temperatures are 230°F / 110°C
(over 50% higher than PVC)
• 0" clearance to combustibles
• No toxic glues or primers
• 2"-4" single-wall rigid and ﬂexible pipe
• Environmentally-friendly and fully recyclable
• 10 year limited warranty
Testimonial
“Inland Metal’s been in business over 60 years and we highly recommend Polyﬂue for
high efficiency appliance venting. It’s much easier and faster to install than PVC, with
no glue or primer needed, or set time. In some jobs it’s saved well over 50% in labor.
The installation always looks great and most important, the product is far superior
in safety.”
-Rob Craddock, Inland Metal
2017 Polyﬂue is a registered trademark of Johnson Controls, Inc. in the United States and other countries.
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In an otherwise stagnant ﬁeld, only one brand of furnace is bringing innovation to the
HVAC world. Napoleon’s Ultimate 9700 Series looks different because it is different.
The revolutionary Vortex turbulator increases heating efﬁciency, the ultra violet light
puriﬁes air and the SureView burner window shows the ﬂames in operation as the
furnace runs whisper quiet. Don’t get boxed in by outdated thinking.
™

napoleonheatingandcooling.com

QAir Conditioning
Variable capacity

Uses latest compressors

The new Coleman Echelon
variable capacity residential
systems feature built-in
advanced charge monitoring
technology for faster, more
accurate installation and
maintenance. Inverter-driven variable capacity
technology slows down or speeds up system
operation, depending on conditions and load
requirements. Matched and communicating
indoor equipment, coils and air handlers are
seamlessly integrated with the Wi-Fi-enabled
Hx thermostat. These up to 20 SEER AC21 air
conditioners and HC20 heat pumps achieve
Energy Star Most Efficient ratings.
Coleman www.colemanac.com

From left, Karl Zellmer and Brandy Powell
of Emerson and Lawrence Blackburn and
Mark Hagan of Goodman announced that
next generation Copeland Scroll two-stage
compressors will be offered in Goodman
Manufacturing’s new 16-18 SEER air
conditioning equipment. These units run
at full capacity or 65 percent, keeping
humidity at bay while reducing energy use.
The Copeland Scroll two-stage compressors
modulate mechanically by bypassing a

Tidy line set accessories
The Little Giant SpeediDuct
line set duct and
accessories cover protects
and aesthetically hides
refrigeration line sets for
both mini-split and ducted
air conditioner systems.
Available in white or ivory,
they blend against structures of similar colors
or can be painted. A clip and rail system
allows the contractor to quickly secure the
line set, drain tubing and electrical wiring
and snap the SpeediDuct covers over the top.
Little Giant www.littlegiant.com

Remote monitoring
The Friedrich line
of Kühl room air
conditioners include
t h e c o m p a n y ’s
ThinkEco smartAC
platform that makes
it possible for utilities to connect, monitor
and control these units during times of high
energy use and strain on the power grid.
Homeowners can also remotely monitor and
control their units via their computers and
smart phones. They are designed for quiet
operation with extra thick rubber grommets
to absorb vibration and reduce noise while
steel inner walls and extra dense insulation
block outdoor sounds.
Friedrich www.friedrich.com
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portion of the gas in the scroll back to
suction.
Goodman www.goodmanmfg.com

R-22 is best for R-22 equipment.
If you need to change,

Arkema has your
R-22 Retroﬁt Solution

407C

427A

407A

R-407C
Air Conditioning
R-427A
All around solution
for both A/C and
refrigeration
R-407A
Refrigeration

For more information call 416-614-3610 or
1-800-567-5726 x 230 or visit us on the web at

www.R22retrofits.com
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QRefrigeration

It’s the law, but there
are sound economic
reasons too
By Greg Scrivener

T

here are essentially only two places
that synthetic refrigerants can end
up: the atmosphere or at a disposal
facility. This means that if we can
limit the amount of new refrigerant used in a
market, we will ultimately reduce the amount
of that refrigerant that is released to the
atmosphere.
In Canada, venting most refrigerants to
atmosphere has been against the law for
decades. We have a legal and environmental
reason for reclaiming refrigerant. We also have
an economic reason. A lot of the refrigerants
that are in use can be very expensive to replace.
Owners expect contractors to be able to
effectively recover and reuse refrigerant at their
facilities. In this article we are going to take a
look at some effective recovery methods.

The right tools
In order to remove the refrigerant from a
system, you obviously need to have a few
tools. At the very least, you need to have
gauges, a recovery machine and a recovery
cylinder. The process is straightforward but
there are several methods, some of which can
make your life easier and that lead to quicker
refrigerant recovery.
Before we look at those methods, let’s take a
quick look at recovery cylinders. There are two
things you must confirm about your recovery
cylinder. The first is its pressure rating; the
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pressure rating needs to be high enough for
whatever refrigerant you are recovering.
Historically, recovery cylinders had pressure
ratings of 350 psi (DOT350) and until the
emergence of R410A this was an acceptable
design pressure for almost all refrigerants in
use. At 106°F R410 has a pressure of 350 psi
so it requires a cylinder with a pressure rating
of at least 400 psi (DOT400) for safe storage.
Even a 400 psi recovery cylinder will pop
the relief if the temperature of the R410A
exceeds 116°F… this isn’t unheard of in the
back of a van on a really hot day. Be very
careful about the pressure rating of the
cylinder you’re using, the 350 psi and 400 psi
cylinders look identical.
The next thing you need to consider is how
much refrigerant your cylinder can hold so
that you ensure you have enough capacity to
remove the entire charge. If you are 95 percent
done recovery and there is only a pound or
so of refrigerant left in a system when you
hit the maximum capacity of your cylinder,
one of three things will happen: 1) you will
go get another cylinder for a single pound of
refrigerant. 2) you will vent the remaining
refrigerant. 3) you will intentionally overfill
the recovery cylinder. I know that the correct
answer is obvious, but I also know that it’s the
most time consuming. Making sure that you
have enough room in the cylinder before you
start eliminates having to make a choice.

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

This refrigerant reclaim setup is
designed for 100 percent liquid recovery
from the bottom of a receiver.

Table 1: Maximum amount of refrigerant
to fill two specific cylinders to 80
percent of their volume:
30 lb
(26.2 W.C)

50 lb
(47.7 W.C.)

Maximum Mass (lb)

R1234yf
R134A
R22
R404A
R407A
R407C
R410A
R417A
R422A
R438A
R507A

23.6
26.1
25.8
22.8
24.9
24.7
23.2
25.0
24.9
24.9
22.9

43.0
47.5
46.9
41.6
45.4
45.0
42.2
45.5
45.3
45.4
41.8

Recovery configurations
So, we’ve got the right recovery cylinder,
gauges and a recovery machine suitable
for whatever refrigerant we are recovering
(this will get more important if flammable
refrigerants become more widely used).
There are three main ways of configuring
refrigerant recovery: vapour, liquid, and the
push-pull method.

Calculating cylinder capacity
Cylinders have a “W.C.” marking on them;
this is the water capacity rating and it will be
in pounds or kilograms and you are allowed to
fill a cylinder up to 80 percent of it’s internal
volume. Since we are given the internal volume
of a cylinder with regards to water, we have
a little work to do to figure out how much
refrigerant can go into the cylinder because
refrigerants don’t have the same density as
water. A typical ‘30 lb.’ recovery cylinder has
a WC of 26.2 lbs.; this means we could put
approximately 21 lbs. of water into it.

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

In order to figure out how much refrigerant
we can put in it, we have to know the density
difference between the refrigerant and water.
And since refrigerants have different densities,
a recovery cylinder has a different capacity for
each refrigerant. The formula you can use is
as follows:
Density of Refrigerant
Density of water

Vapour Recovery:

× 0.8 × W.C.

So what does this actually look like? Table
1 shows the results of this for a few different
refrigerants for a couple of different sized
recovery cylinders.

Please see ‘Choosing’ on page 27
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63%

energy saving potential
in today’s buildings and
industrial processes

is realizing a more energy
efficient city infrastructure
Canadian infrastructure investments are on the rise, and with ambitious climate
and energy targets in place, Danfoss has been helping make Canadian cities more
efficient and sustainable for 65 years. Heating and cooling consume as much as
40 percent of a building’s total energy use. Danfoss solutions like AC drives, variable
speed compressors and hydronic control valves help cut energy consumption and
improve comfort and control. City-wide, Danfoss’ innovative district heating solutions
amplify efficiencies — cost-effectively boosting energy productivity, minimizing
environmental impacts and helping cities plan for a sustainable future. With Danfoss,
our cities can get more out of less without sacrificing performance or reliability.
Discover how we’re Engineering Tomorrow at danfoss.ca

QRefrigeration

Choosing the
right recovery
method

systems or where there is no alternative
connection possible.

liquid containing location). Once the liquid
is removed, a vapour recovery is used to finish
the recovery.

Liquid Recovery:
Push-pull recovery:

Continued from page 25

Vapour recovery is used mainly for smaller
equipment. To set up for vapour recovery,
the low pressure service hose (blue) and
possibly the high pressure service hose (red)
from your gauge manifold are connected to
a vapour connection on the equipment (i.e.
discharge lines, suction lines, top of vessel,
etc.). The accessory service hose (yellow) is
connected to the inlet port on the recovery
machine and another service hose is
connected from the recovery machine to the
recovery tank.
This is the slowest method of recovery
and is only recommended for very small

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

Most recovery machines are capable of
directly handling liquid refrigerants but they
may use different methods to protect the
internal components and some require fairly
consistent monitoring from the operator
to avoid high pressure cut outs. For liquid
recovery the set-up is the same as for vapour
recovery except that the high side service
hose is connected to the receiver (or other

The push-pull recovery method is the
least understood method of recovering
refrigerant, perhaps because it’s not always
intuitive that the method will work. Not
only does it work; in most cases it can make
Please see ‘Quick’ on page 29
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The game changer in home comfort.
Lighter, smaller, easier, BETTER.

The KeepRite® ProComfort™ Deluxe 19 Air Conditioner and ProComfort™ Deluxe 18 Heat Pump with
SmartSense™7HFKQRORJ\TXLHWO\GHOLYHUVWHDG\FRPIRUWKLJKHUHI¿FLHQF\DQGVDYLQJVLQDPRUH
compact design, thanks to the variable-speed inverter. The air conditioner delivers a superior rating
of up to 19 SEER and the heat pump features ratings up to 19 SEER and 11 HSPF for optimal home
comfort levels. They are easier to sell, easier to service, and easier to install.

KeepRite® ProComfort™ AC & HP with
SmartSense™ Technology
Heating & Cooling Products

© 2017 International Comfort Products

GoKeepRite.com

Timely registration required.
See warranty certificate for
details and restrictions.

See warranty certificate for details.

QRefrigeration

Quick but complicated
Continued from page 27

recovery substantially faster.
The push-pull method uses high pressure
vapour generated from the recovery tank
to force liquid out of the system. The inlet
of the recovery tank is connected to the
vapour port of the recovery cylinder, the
outlet of the recovery machine is connected
to the vapour side of the refrigeration
system. The liquid port on the recovery
tank is connected (often through a gauge
manifold) to a liquid connection on the
system.
Yes, you will be pumping high pressure
vapour into the refrigeration system. While
this seems counter productive, it allows
you to remove the liquid at a very fast rate.
Done correctly, the high pressure vapour
will push the liquid out of the system faster

than a normal liquid recovery. Obviously, a
vapour recovery will have to be used to finish
removing the last bit of vapour from the
system. There are a number of considerations
with this recovery method that make it more
complicated to implement than this basic
description and a thorough understanding
of your recovery machine and system are
vital for success.

A few tricks
Recovering refrigerant is not necessarily
difficult but there are a lot of factors to
consider. There are other ‘tricks’ you can use
to speed up recovery. In vapour recovery
situations, the recovery machine is limited
by the temperature of the cylinder, which
keeps getting hotter as the high temperature
refrigerant is pushed in. Simply keeping the
cylinder in cold water or ice can have an

impact on recovery times.
One last word of caution, be careful
how you connect the gauges when doing
recovery; you may damage the low side gauge
by over pressuring it with high pressure
liquid or vapour. The most important thing
to remember is to read and follow the
instructions for your particular recovery
machine (there are differences!!!) and keep
refrigerant recovery safe. 

Greg Scrivener
is a refrigeration consultant
for Cold Dynamics
in Edmonton. He is a
professional engineer,
journeyman refrigeration
mechanic and holds
RSES CMS designation in commercial
refrigeration. He can be reached at
greg.scrivener@colddynamics.com

TRANSFORMING FIRESTOP SOLUTIONS

CastCast-In-Place
Fires
Firestop Sleeving System

PRO SERIES

• TELESCO
TELESCOPING SLEEVES, YES!
• EASY TO STOCK, YES!
Available at a distributor near you!
Eliminate the
t need to cut sleeves on the jobsite
• LOCATOR WHISKERS, YES!
buried sleeves after concrete pour
Locate bu

• UL LISTED FIRESTOP DEVICE, YES!
Meets and exceeds building code requirements

• MADE IN THE USA, YES!
• F
FASTER IINSTALL, YES!
6 times fa
faster to install than makeshift methods Red, White, Blue & You
EASY TO ORDER, STOCK AND INVENTORY!

800-321-0316 www.HOLDRITE.com/ﬁrestop-systems

WATCH INSTALLATION VIDEOS ONLINE!
www.HOLDRITE.com/videos/
www.plumbingandhvac.ca
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Visit us at MCEE: booth 405!

QVentilation

Commercial
Ultraviolet lamps
keep equipment
clean, maintain
efficiency
By Simon Blake

Sizing is critical on
large commercial and
institutional systems,
like this one from UV
Resources.

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

Installing ultraviolet
lamps in HVAC
ductwork used to
be all about indoor
air quality. But for
many commercial
and institutional
customers, better IAQ is just a happy side
effect in an effort to maximize HVAC system
efficiency. (Part I of this article, covering
residential UV, appeared in the March issue
of P&HVAC.)
The entire approach to marketing UV in
the institutional, commercial and industrial
sphere has changed dramatically in recent
years. “IAQ is now number three on the
list,” remarked Aaron Engel, vice president,
business development, for Fresh Aire UV
Canada, Montreal.
“Now you install UV systems on the large
evaporator coils in the air handlers and reduce

maintenance costs, improve equipment
efficiency and, oh, by the way, we improve
indoor air quality. The industry has found that
even a slight biofilm fouling on the evaporator
coil, so thin that you probably wouldn’t notice
it with your eye, causes a tremendous loss in
heat transfer.”
A typical HVAC/R system creates
condensation “that, combined with the dark,
sustenance-rich environment, provide a
perfect breeding ground for performancerobbing microbes on coils,” noted Daniel
Jones, president and co-founder of UV
Resources, Santa Clara, Calif.
Biofilm, in effect, insulates the fins on the
coil and all components have to work harder,
resulting in increased wear on equipment
and increased energy costs. A UV-C system
reduces pressure drop and increases heat
Please see ‘Building’ on page 33
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NEW WEBSITE!

165 years experience...
No one knows the PVF market or products better than Flocor.
With a comprehensive line-up of Pipe, Valves, Fittings and Hangers, as well
as market specific trained customer service and sales representatives,
Flocor delivers quality and service where and when you need it most.

Live Shopping Cart
See Order History
See Price & Availability Save Your Searches

www.flocor.ca

QVentilation

Building owners receptive to retrofit solution
Continued from page 31

transfer by the coil. This makes UV a
‘green’ product because it increases the
efficiency of the equipment. “There is a
real cost saving associated with a better
running system,” added Engel.
The U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) reports that HVAC/R systems
account for 30 to 50 percent of a
building’s energy use. Installing a
UV system will typically reduce
energy costs by about five to
ten percent, reported Jocelyn
Dame, president, Sanuvox
Technologies Inc., Montreal.
Jones has observed savings
of up to 25 percent where the
coils have been particularly dirty.
Add the reduction in coil
cleaning costs and the savings
can be significant in a large
building. However, it is important
not to over-promise energy or cost
savings, added Dame.
And while IAQ may be a tough sell
to building owners, the reduced time
off for sickness among employees is a
genuine benefit.

microbes in a matter of seconds. They
operate 24 hours a day for continuous
control. They are typically mounted
seven feet above the floor and have been
shown to reduce the total number of
colony-forming units of any pathogen
in a room by more than 90 percent.

Selling UV systems

can be tougher. The savings on day one
will be zero because the coils will be
clean. The money is saved over time
by preventing fouling and the related
increased energy and coil cleaning costs.
The best approach is to specify
the minimum number of UV lamps
required to keep the coil clean and keep
the initial cost down, he added.

The majority of UV systems installed
today are retrofits. They

Location, location, location

This Fresh-Aire ADS system is
designed to address moving air as
opposed to coil cleaning.

Like the residential systems we looked
at last month, there can be an upstream
or downstream installation. For coil
cleaning, the concentration of microbial
load is on the wet side as well as in the
drain pan, said Engel. He suggests
the most beneficial location for
a UV coil application is on the
downstream, wet side of the coil,
so the UV germicidal light can
continuously disinfect the coil
and drain pan as well as the
AHU system.
For high-level
airborne disinfection,
the lamps can be installed
parallel to the airstream to
maximize dwell time, delivering
exponentially more UV to the moving
air.
Some consideration has to be given
to the mounting system as that can be a
significant part of the cost of installing
UV. There are many options – standoff
brackets, magnets, etc. – check with the
manufacturer for recommendations.

Many applications
Today there are many commercial/
institutional applications for UV-C
including hotels, airports, office
buildings, hospitals, schools, outpatient
centres, etc.
Other UV-C applications include
upper-air/room UV-C systems, which
are installed in communal spaces,
such as in-patient and waiting rooms,
corridors and break areas to interrupt
the transmission of airborne infectious
agents.
Airborne droplets containing
infectious agents can remain in room
air for six minutes or more, said
Jones. UV-C energy can destroy those
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are installed because the property is
having a problem with coil fouling,
where they can provide an immediate
improvement and a noticeable cost
savings in coil cleaning.
Building managers have been very
receptive to this approach, reported
Dame.
Selling a system for a new building

Sizing the system
HVAC/R contractors and engineers
should defer to manufacturers of UV-C
fixtures for the proper equipment and
sizing of UV systems.
Manufacturers offer sizing software
that allows the engineer or contractor
Please see ‘Formula’ on page 35
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QVentilation

Upper-air/room UV-C systems
provide disinfection in communal
spaces such as cafeterias, medical
waiting rooms, corridors, etc.

Formula makes sizing straightforward
Continued from page 33

to take the size of the coil and figure out
the best configuration for UV lamps.
“This is where the industry will suggest
an engineered solution rather than just
putting a lamp in front of the coil and
saying ‘We’ll do some magic,’” said Dame.
“Since HVAC/R equipment can

from 33 to 45 inches are typical.
Today, most manufacturer sizing
recommendations are guided by the
ASHRAE Applications handbook, which
advises that 100 μW/cm2 at the farthestaway corners of a coil will accomplish the
results desired: maintaining a clean coil
or cleaning up a fouled coil.
To take this one step further, added

Now you install UV systems on the large evaporator
coils in the air handlers and reduce maintenance
costs, improve equipment efficiency and, oh, by the
way, we improve indoor air quality.
be large or small, applying the correct
UV-C system becomes imperative,
both for performance and ease of
installation,” said Jones.
A large air handler would typically
use a system installed within the plenum
with longer lamps, up to 61” in length.
On the other hand, a rooftop system
might use a 4X UV-C fixture mounted on
the exterior of the unit with the lamp(s)
protruding into the plenum. Lamp sizes
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Jones, it has been found that an 80 Watt,
36-inch high output UV-C lamp met
all of the ASHRAE criteria on a coil
that was one meter square, or had 10.76
square feet of surface area.
“If the lamp wattage is divided by
the square footage of the coil surface
[(80/10.76) = 7.43,] we see that about
7.5 lamp watts per square foot of coil
surface area will more than meet the
ASHRAE recommendations. This then

provides a simplified way for contractors
to properly size UV installs for most any
coil, large or small,” he added.
There are now smart phone apps that
can simplify the sizing and selection
of UV systems. Using the apps can be
as simple as inputting the height and
width of a cooling coil to get product
recommendations and pricing.

Better awareness
There’s a much greater awareness today
as building managers and engineers
attend trade shows and realize they
can improve their coil and air handler
efficiency with UV, noted Dame. “We
still do not have a trend of everybody
specifying UV in new buildings. If that
were the case, I would not have time to
speak to you,” he laughs.
The future could well be different.
“There’s not a building that goes without
filters today,” he remarked. “But filters
were not invented to improve air quality;
they were invented to protect equipment
from getting dirty. Later they found that
it also helped the building’s air quality, so
maybe some day every building will go
up with UV in it too.” 
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QHot Water Heating

Mount Benson Mechanical, Nanaimo, B.C.
squeezed two boilers and two indirect DHW
tanks into this tiny mechanical room and
made it look good.
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INDIRECT

DHW HEATING
Different options with hydronics
By Roy Collver

M

ethods for generating domestic hot
water (DHW) using boilers haven’t
changed much in our lifetimes. The
most common methods involve diverting
water from a heating boiler through a heat
exchanger. The heat exchanger provides
separation between the boilers’ closed loop
heating fluid and the potable domestic water.
Heat exchangers are often stand-alone
devices that generate DHW “on-demand”.
They can also be used to heat up the domestic
water in a separate storage tank. When a heat
exchanger coil is included as an integral part
of a storage tank, we call it an indirect water
heater. This article is going to focus on these
indirect tanks.
Future articles will look at heat exchangers
used for on-demand service and take a peek
at some of the new stuff on the horizon –
high temperature heat pumps, combined heat
and power and the like. My past articles on
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combo systems have discussed the flip-flop
of appliances, designed for making DHW,
morphed into doing double duty as a heat
source for hydronic systems.

Some tanks with
high capacity coils
can recover from stone cold
in less than half an
hour, all day long.
Utility and efficiency
I am a big fan of indirect tanks. They provide
more utility, efficiency and longevity than
most other DHW devices. Their up-front
cost can be higher than other types of DHW

devices, but they can be worked very hard
for many years of trouble-free, high volume
DHW service.
Efficiency is very much affected by proper
installation and control – we will talk a
bit more about that. Coupled with a high
efficiency boiler, indirect tanks are hard to
beat for operating cost. I have been taken to
task by the on-demand DHW lobby more than
once for this statement, but it’s true. I do like
on-demand heaters in the many applications
that can showcase their higher efficiencies –
but overall, I favour the indirect storage tank/
boiler approach, especially when DHW loads
are highly variable. Add the need to satisfy the
many intermittent DHW draws that one sees
in the average residential application and the
indirect tank wins the day most often.
Now, what about that up-front cost? I
Please see ‘High’ on page 39
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QHot Water Heating

High capacity, quicker recovery
Continued from page 37

have learned that when it comes to hydronic
components – bite the bullet and pay for
quality. Do it right and you won’t have to
do it again, as they say. My ideal indirect
tank is made of 316L or 316Ti stainless
steel (sanitary and corrosion resistant)
– has lots of large diameter smooth-wall
(anti fouling) heat exchanger coil, and is
very well insulated. Fortunately, there are a
number of manufacturers out there currently
manufacturing tanks that fit this spec.

somewhere in the neighbourhood of 90,000
Btu’s to heat up a 120 gallon storage tank using
a high efficiency boiler (non condensing). It
is not unusual in commercial applications to
see a 15 GPM dump load – which can drain
that big tank in just eight minutes flat or the
equivalent of over 650,000 Btu/h of heat. We
can play around with numbers all day, but
more storage means you can bank more Btu’s
during low load times. Higher capacity coils
mean you can fill the bank account faster, so
it is ready to go again sooner.

Low boiler temp., high capacity.

It has now become
cost-effective to
replace these beasts with
mod-con boilers and
stainless steel
indirect tanks.

What is the advantage to using lower boiler
water temperatures in a high capacity coil? This
results in increased efficiency from condensing
boilers (and high temperature heat pumps,
when they are ready for prime-time).
Here the control software wizards have to

get cracking in order to help us out. I have
been suggesting for some 20 years that they
develop algorithms that can deliver boiler
water temperatures based on domestic tank
temperature versus recovery requirements.
Translation? The control would “know”
at any given time how urgent the need is to
get the tank up to temperature. It would “see”
the tank temperature and target an optimum
boiler temperature. The goal is to keep a
modulating-condensing (mod-con) boiler
condensing as long as possible.
For example: If the desired DHW
temperature is 120°F, the control would keep
the boiler supply water temperature below
130°F to allow it to operate in its condensing
range. If there is an urgent need to get the
tank temperature up right away, the control
would give-in and crank the temperature up
high enough to get the job done sooner.
Please see ‘Efficient’ on page 41

Stop by our Booth | MCEE 2017
April 26 & 27 | Montréal, Quebéc

My ideal tank has more tubing with
a larger diameter (over one inch). This
increases the heat exchanger surface area
and allows you to pump more water through
at a higher velocity. This heats up the tank
faster, or heats it with lower boiler water
temperature. It depends on what you are
after. The obvious advantage of heating the
tank up faster is that it provides a higher
volume of DHW over a given time.

Booth #105

Fast recovery
Although on-demand heaters are in their
sweet spot when the DHW load is constant
and continuous, if there is a large “dump” load
– like hotel morning showers or Zamboni
fills, fast recovery means you can be ready
to do it again much more quickly – think
laundry and dishes (post morning showers)
and Zamboni fills (every 20 minutes). Some
tanks with high capacity coils can recover
from stone cold in less than half an hour, all
day long.
If your incoming ground water temperature
is 60°F and you heat it up to 140°F, it will take
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QHot Water Heating

Efficient retrofit option
Continued from page 39

And if you put an ASSE 2017 tempering
valve on the tank, the control could even be
allowed to boost the tank temperature higher
on occasion to meet an anticipated extra
heavy load (essentially increasing the size of
the bank account).

Longevity
On the issue of longevity – I have a perfect
job example for the show-and-tell part of this
article. Anyone in the commercial end of the
plumbing and heating business is familiar with
the direct-fired, high capacity, commercial
domestic water heater. They are expensive,
they are brutally heavy (especially when full of
baked-on minerals), and they fail on a regular
schedule because they work so hard. The cost
of these tanks has increased over the years
partly due to the need to meet more stringent

efficiency targets, added safety devices, and
increased materials costs. Many commercial
buildings like restaurants, old age facilities,
schools and gyms have multiple tanks.
It has now become cost-effective to replace
these beasts with mod-con boilers and stainless
steel indirect tanks. The expected life span of a
direct-fired unit in these kinds of buildings can
be as little as three years, with five years being
about average. Of course the life span varies
widely depending on local water quality and
how hard the tank has to work, some of them
last much longer – so make sure your local
conditions get factored in.
The expected life span of a mod con / indirectfired array in the same application is more like
fifteen to twenty years. Factor the energy savings
into the picture and it becomes clear that there is
about a five to ten year payback.
Tim Cessford, a local contractor here
(Mount Benson Mechanical, Nanaimo, B.C.),

went through the math with me. It works. I
took the pictures for this article at one such
conversion his guys did nearby in Parksville
B.C. I wouldn’t have wanted to jam all of that
gear into such a small boiler room, but Tim has
some real good talent working for him. They
not only made it fit, but made it look pretty
spiffy as well. When the energy saving numbers
start to come in, I will give you an update.
I have had a number of archived articles
published in this magazine over the years
that deal with DHW and hydronics. They will
help complement this article, and I would be
glad to share them with you. E-mail me at
hoth2o@shaw.ca, and I can e-mail back PDF
copies to you. 
Roy Collver is an author
and consultant on hydronic
heating based in Qualicum
Beach, B.C. He can be
reached at
hoth2o@shaw.ca
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Gastite CSST.
Because the shortest distance between two points
is never a straight line.
What makes Gastite corrugated stainless steel tubing (CSST) the gas piping of choice in Canada?
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without wasting time, money or materials. The system’s patented XR3™ ﬁtting creates an allmetal seal to prevent gas leaks, which means no soldering, sealing or taping to slow you down.
And because there are no special tools required to install Gastite, you’ll feel right at home installing it.
For more information and a free Gastite CSST sizing app, visit gastite.com/ca/sizingapp
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QHeating
Fire tube combi boiler
The new Lochinvar Noble fire tube combi boiler is
designed for space heating and DHW in residential applications. There are three models ranging from 110,000
to 199,999 Btu/h that achieve 95 percent AFUE and
offer a 10-1 turndown. An intuitive setup wizard guides
contractors through programming parameters with diagnostic information and system status in plain English.
Control technology for pre-heat and domestic hot water
response modes enable this combi to deliver hot water almost instantaneously during frequent use cycles.
Lochinvar www.lochinvar.com

High-end features
New Emerson 80 Series thermostats offer
high-end standard features and easy installation. Standard features include easy
installation and set-up with a built-in level
indicator and intuitive menus, clutter-free
displays, flexible programming, keypad lockout and
temperature limits. There are many models to help HVAC professionals select the right application for each customer.
Emerson www.emersonclimate.com
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Light commercial
Nortek Global HVAC (formerly Nordyne)
has introduced a new line of next-generation Mammoth light commercial packaged
rooftops in six, 7.5 and 10 tons. These are
designed to fit directly on pre-existing curbs,
with gas and electric connections in the same location as
many older units. Foam panel construction and hinged panel doors are
standard. These units are rated at 12.7 IEER.
Nortek Global www.nortekhvac.com

Compact horizontal geothermal
The new Enertech next generation
Compact Horizontal Packaged line of single stage geothermal heat pumps includes
eight models ranging in sizes from 1.5 to 6
tons. Built for drop-in installation, a small
footprint and enhanced serviceability features
make these ideal for retrofit applications or new construction where
space is limited, reports the manufacturer. They include a high strength
galvanized steel cabinet and all-aluminum microchannel air coil and
brazed plate heat exchanger, allowing for reduced refrigerant charge
and increased efficiency.
Enertech www.enertechgeo.com
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QEngineered Systems
David Overton, left, team
lead, field services, for
Stantec, Toronto worked
with Walmart facilities
manager Joji Bunda on
the Burlington project.

Working with

Walmart
Retail giant serious about
energy savings, efficient
construction practices
By Bruce Nagy
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Being the world’s number
one low price mass marketer
might be harder than it looks.
How can you ‘roll back’ prices
every week forever? Even
Chinese products are not, in
general, getting cheaper. As a
result, Walmart Canada Corp.
is a very high tech company,
continuously finding ways to save cost on,
well, everything.
At its Burlington, Ont. store and at its
Balzac food distribution centre north of
Calgary, Walmart has installed what seems to
be every energy saving technology available
for a retail store and refrigerated plant. Since
then they have been studying the operating
characteristics of these projects to determine
precisely, not approximately, which initiatives
would help them make the most profit.

Rapid geothermal installation
Installation of the geothermal system in
Burlington was less expensive than most,
using relatively economical horizontal loops
under the parking lot, and going further by
bringing in a special spider plow that dug the
trenches, laid the pipes and backfilled, all in
one operation. “In a single week we laid 15
kilometres of piping in two loops at depths
of 12 feet and five feet,” reported Joji Bunda,
Walmart facilities manager, mechanical and
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Radiant piping in the polished concrete floors and LED lighting are among the energy
efficient features.
safety. Because it saves so much time, this
method is about 30 percent more economical
than using conventional trenching methods.
It also took just a single week to lay
100,000 square feet of in-floor radiant piping,
numerous header service panels and the
concrete pour for the entire area. “You have to

When they say
they are going to
open a store on a certain
date, that’s when it opens.
Six weeks flat for all
mechanical systems.
understand a Walmart schedule,” said David
Overton, team lead, field services for Stantec
(engineering) in Toronto. “When they say
they are going to open a store on a certain
date, that’s when it opens. Six weeks flat for all
mechanical systems.”
In order to meet the one week challenge
with the radiant system, Walmart procured 10’
x 30’ Radiant Rollout Mats from Uponor and
supplied them to the installing contractors.
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These mats consist of a custom designed,
prefabricated network of PEX tubing and
engineered plastic fittings, so they connect to
each other quickly and easily.
Six workers can install 35,000 square
feet (16 to 19 mats) per day, compared with
4,500 square feet per day using conventional
installation methods, reports the manufacturer. They are also
pre-pressurized to reduce
commissioning time.
The concrete floor
is kept at 65ºF and the
store receives fewer comfort complaints than
conventional stores, reported Burlington store
manager Jane King. She
notes that polished concrete is also one of the
least expensive surfaces to
keep clean.

CO2 refrigeration

The Hillphoenix CO2 refrigeration system
uses energy reclaim to supplement
heating capacity.

Radiant floor heating is provided by Multistack

The store also includes a geothermal heat pumps.
double loop Hillphoenix
C02 refrigeration system with energy reclaim
that flows into Munters energy recovery
Please see 'Energy' page 47
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THERMOSETTER™ recirculation balancing valve
Legionella growth protection bypass option for system with thermal disinfection

The THERMOSETTER™ adjustable thermal balancing valve is used for automatic
balancing of recirculation loops in domestic hot water systems, to speed hot water
delivery, reduce water waste and save pumping energy. The internal thermostatic
balancing cartridge automatically modulates flow to ensure a constant temperature
in the recirculation piping system. The THERMOSETTER™ is adjustable from
95°F to 140°F with a locking adjustment knob. An integral dry well holds a slide-in
temperature gauge for local indication, or a sensor for remote temperature sensing.
An optional check valve protects against circuit thermo-syphoning.

Controlling and protecting your water

www.calefﬁ.com - Milwaukee, WI USA

QEngineered Systems

Energy savings search continuous
Continued from page 45

LED lighting
When asked about savings and priorities,
senior director, corporate affairs, Alex
Robertson remarked: “Globally, Wal-Mart’s
goal is to be supplied by 100 percent renewable
energy. Walmart Canada, as part of this goal,
is currently focused on improving energy
efficiency.” He talks about the Calgary
distribution centre, mentions that several
stores are experimenting with anaerobic
digesters for turning food waste into energy,
and also offers that: “LED lighting is the best
example.”
Reading between the lines, this is
the perfect illustration of precise profit
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Please see 'Ammonia' page 49
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ventilators, contributing to heating of the
retail space. Water-cooled condensers on
the high temperature side reduce refrigerant
charging. Overton explains that compared
with conventional Walmart HVAC systems
that generally use rooftop air handlers, this
one has a unique sequence of operations, for
Multistack heat pumps, variable frequency
drives and three-way valves.
A white roof reduces summer cooling load
and beefed up ceiling insulation improves
the store’s thermal envelope. The system also
provides domestic hot water and the fixtures
are all low-flow. Payback on the enhancements
is between four and five years.
The higher temperature perimeter heating
requires heat pump capacity totaling 570
million Btu/h and the low temperature
interior needs 720 million Btu/h. For offices
and tenant spaces (McDonald’s, pharmacy,
vision centre) small Lennox heat pumps on
the same geo loop are used, instead of radiant
systems.
The Guelph, Ont. Walmart store is
also testing C02 with heat reclaim into
dehumidification units, said Bunda. He notes
that Burlington saves about 60 percent on
energy compared to other Walmart Canada
stores. It translates to savings of $140,000 to
$150,000, based on Canadian retail energy
cost averages.

prioritizing at Walmart. A few years ago
HVAC savings seemed very important within
the company’s sustainability strategy. Lately
the focus is more on waste conversion and
diversion as well as LED lights with their fast
payback and more generous incentives from
local power utilities. “We’re in the process of
changing all our stores to LED,” says Bunda.
“They cost about one-third compared to

stores with conventional lighting.”
One report estimates that the 410 Walmart
stores in Canada will save $6 million a year
on lighting and could earn twice as much
selling material for recycling. The Burlington
store uses skylights to refract daylight
throughout the store; sensors to monitor
natural light and adjust the LED system, and
motion-activated LED lights in refrigerators
and freezer cases.

DESIGNED FOR USE ON COMMERCIAL
AND INDUSTRIAL STEAM APPLICATIONS

Eliminate the
need to weld
steam systems
•
•

Available in 2 – 8" |
50 – 200 mm sizes
Pressures up to
150 psi | 1034 kPa

For more information visit victaulicsteam.com/phvac

91 REV " 0/201
© 201 VICTAULIC COMPANY.
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QEngineered Systems

Ammonia system cooling
Continued from page 45

Energy cost savings substantial
Eventually, HVAC energy savings will come
back to the top of the priority list. The
company has not forgotten that its 450,000
square foot refrigerated distribution centre in
Balzac saves about a million dollars on energy
each year.
Technologies there include: An ammonia
refrigeration system with heat reclaim
contributing to space heating, chemicalfree water treatment in the refrigeration
system, solar thermal for hot water, low-flow
sinks, toilets and urinals, a sedimentation
pond for cleaner wastewater, hydrogen
fuel cells for material-handling vehicles,
high-efficiency doorway zones, insulated,
windowless dock doors with upgraded seals,
a white roof membrane, increased ceiling
insulation, a 225-kilowatt wind turbine for

electricity, solid-state LED lighting, and
Solartubes for natural light.
Every company talks about finding cost
savings, continuous improvement, a focus
on customers and profits. At Walmart these
things are more than words. Metrics are
expected and results are achieved.
One former employee claims the company
uses computer algorithms to calculate the
minimum number of people needed to
operate each store during each hour or part
hour; and that they know exactly, precisely,
how long they can let the lines at the cashier
get before customers become frustrated and
take their business elsewhere.
Precision. It explains why Walmart has
been the world’s largest retailer for decades,
has increased shareholder dividends for
44 straight years, and during good or bad
economies, continues to open 100 or more
new stores every year. Revenue in 2016 was

DISCOVER THE
PEX ADVANTAGE
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A spider plow made quick work of laying
the horizontal geothermal loops.
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QPlumbing
Plumber,
inspector and
instructor Jeff
Crossman knows
a thing or two
about backflow
prevention.

I
A day in the life of a

leave most of my tools in the truck at
the end of an average workday. I push
a button and a little beep assures me
that the instruments of my occupation
are safe and secure. But… desperate
thieves are not the only menace lurking in the
night. Sub-zero temperatures pose a real threat
to certain pieces of equipment and are not
deterred by locked doors or alarms.
My TG-5 backflow testing device
may be secure in the
locked vehicle but
from September to
May it is not “safe”. It
will freeze and be destroyed by morning.
To protect against this, I put my house key
right in the test kit before setting out on a day
of directional discovery so I can’t forget to
bring it in with me at quitting time. Of course,

BACK-FLOW TESTER
Liability concerns rear their ugly head
By Mark P. Evans
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Backflow techs do their
annual re-certification
training at Conestoga
College in Waterloo, Ont.

Increasingly,
mechanical rooms
are becoming
cluttered with
unrelated electronic
equipment.

quitting time for a mechanical contractor
is that moment when one begins billing,
pricing and quoting.
I’m happy to include backflow testing
as part of the services I offer because
it gives this humble plumber a chance
to demonstrate to the world that we as
professionals can do more that dig a ditch
and carry heavy things. Witness all who
may, the mechanical technician’s operation
of high-tech instrumentation and skillful
use of gauges and dials! Admittedly, there
is a limited audience within the mechanical
room but I submit these words and photos
to proclaim our refinement.

Accurate information key
All backflow testing devices are required
by law to be re-calibrated annually,
but I would willingly have mine re-set

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

regardless of this demand.
As a certified backflow tester, I need to
know that this device is giving me accurate
information. As a small business owner, I

it really mean? The bottom line is a deal
breaker here. If I have to risk everything
to earn an average service call’s monetary
reward, it’s really not worth it.

That autograph is a legal acceptance of my
responsibility for the protection of the water
supply for nearly half a million people… but
what does it really mean?
have to consider the liability I accept when
I sign and submit the required back-flow
reports to the purveyor. You can bet that I
take this job very seriously. That autograph
is a legal acceptance of my responsibility
for the protection of the water supply for
nearly half a million people… but what does

My inquiries as to the ramifications
of a negative hydrological event remain
unresolved. During my recent recertification at Conestoga College in
Waterloo, I asked my very competent
Please see ‘Don’t’ on page 53
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WON’T
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oval handle!
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…
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quality,
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No more worries about burst
faucets during cold weather.
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WOODFORD MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Excellence. Always.
800.621.6032 www.woodfordmfg.com

QPlumbing

The backflow tester
likes to see everything
accessible for testing.

Don’t poke the bear!
Continued from page 51

educator for information on the degree
of liability that comes with this work. Jeff
Crossman is a licensed plumber and is
also the inspector and backflow prevention
officer for the City of Guelph Ont.
Jeff instructs well and fully understands
the subject he is tasked to teach, but his job
focus is device oriented. He readily offers his
expert opinion but can’t officially define the
parameters of legal responsibility.

Periodic instrument testing
I take my rig to Cameron Instruments, also
in Guelph, for re-calibration every year. It’s
one of few places that are qualified to do this
type of work and everyone there is very nice.
It’s sad but true that the biggest reason
I need this service is because I have to
have someone to blame in the event of a
catastrophic contamination. God forbid this
ever happens, but if it ever does everyone
involved will be looking for a way to avert
responsibility. The harsh reality of operating
a business in today’s times is that the
insurance industry is running the show and

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

someone is going to pay.
I thought of asking my business insurance
company for information but my friends
cautioned me about poking the hornets’
nest and advised that I just do my job and
shut-up. Jerks!
It’s a good thing that most of the other
tools stay in the truck because you never
know what you may need to assess a customers’ back-flow preparedness. Who would
think that a reciprocating saw would be
among the tools used for a backflow test? Me.
All you really need is the test kit, a slot
screwdriver and a pail but that’s only if the
unit is accessible… which it rarely is. Usually
it’s somewhere deep in a dark dungeon, the
way blocked with mops and pails and the
like but some re-finishers are very good at
hide and seek when it comes to mechanical
systems. With a couple 2x2’s and a sheet of
drywall, they can make any of the life-giving
systems in the building disappear!
One particular multi-unit commercial
building has had several service blocking
barriers built but we finally arranged an access
door and the unsightly plumbing contraptions
remain hidden yet somewhat accessible.

This is not good – a chemical feed
directly attached to the potable water
system.
Many of my medical office customers
are forced to over-use their limited space
and re-purpose their mechanical rooms to
house electronic components for security
and communications. The proximity of
these pieces creates another invisible type of
access limitation.
Naturally I use extra caution while testing
devices in this environment. I know that
any misdirected spray could make the lights
stop blinking and the alarms start ringing.
It’s a fine line between profit and the poor
house! 

Mark P. Evans
is a contractor, master
plumber and heating
technician based
in Waterloo, Ont.
He can be reached at
mark.evans@live.ca
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PUSH FOR
EFFICIENCY

S H A R K B I T E ® S U P P LY S T O P S

QUICK CONNECTIONS FOR SINKS AND TOILETS
SharkBite® supply stops are ideal when installing in tight spaces like under sinks or toilets close to a
wall, perfect for adding a dual vanity or supply lines to ﬁxtures. The valve controls water ﬂow with quick
shutoff. SharkBite supply stops have the versatility to connect with multiple types of pipe.

Visit us at MCEE
April 26-27 • Booth # 717

Q Faucets and Fixtures

The new Kohler Signature Store is open to the public and trade.

Kohler, Emco launch showroom
Single brand Vancouver store
first of its kind in Canada
Kohler and Emco have teamed up to open
the first exclusive Kohler Signature Store in
Canada.
Located at 1606 West Broadway (at Fir
Street) in Vancouver, the new 5,000 sq. ft. store
features displays of kitchen and bathroom
fixtures in a variety of contemporary,
transitional and classic designs. In addition to
faucets, sinks, showerheads, bathtubs, toilets,
tile and other premium kitchen and bathroom
products from the Kohler Co. collections,
customers will be able to experience working
faucets, showers and bathtubs and peruse an
eclectic series of fully designed room layouts
that replicate real-life settings and feature
cutting-edge technology.
Owned and operated by Emco Corporation,
London, Ont., the luxurious store is
designed to provide an upscale shopping
atmosphere and unparalleled service, unlike
any other in the region.
“We are excited to offer Canadians a 100
per cent Kohler Co. experience, and we’re
very proud that Vancouver was chosen as the
very first Kohler Signature Store location in
Canada,” remarked George Corning, Emco
regional manager.
www.plumbingandhvac.ca

While the new store is open to the public,
it is also geared to the needs of the plumbing
and design professional, noted Amy Ault,
national showroom manager, Kohler Canada,
Vaughan, Ont.
“The Signature Store will provide plumbing
professionals a luxury, second to none
environment to send their clients to get
inspired, experience working products and
have the assistance of design professionals to
pull together products for all aspects of their
projects – plumbing, tile, countertops and
lighting – for a cohesive professional result.
The plumbing professional will have both the
Kohler brand and Emco supply chain and

Room displays help customers see how
different products work together.
delivery supporting their business.”
And while the new Signature Store is open
to the public, she added, “This new format
will provide enhanced accessibility, services
and product availability for the plumbing
contractor and design professional. The retail
consumer and the plumbing contractor are
both equally important customers for the
Kohler Signature Store.”
For more information, please visit www.
kohlersignaturestorevancouver.com.

Numerous options in showerheads and faucets are offered.
April 2017 – Plumbing & HVAC
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QTools & Instruments

Product Profile
New upfitter
programs for
Ram vans
Ram Commercial has announced two
new programs to assist commercial
upfitters, dealers and customers in
viewing, certifying and installing a wide
array of products for the company’s
commercial ProMaster vans and cabchassis units.
Introduced late last year, the Ram
Augmented Reality Upfit Configurator
is a computer-generated visual program
that allows prospective buyers to
virtually walk around the vehicle and
even view inside to assess the various
options via computer simulation.
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Compact reciprocating saw
Contractors can ‘build’ their van
on the computer before ordering.
The company has also launched Q Pro,
a new qualification process for upfitters
to certify their product with Ram
Engineering. The company’s engineers
survey, make recommendations and
certify upfitter products.
Fiat Chrysler 
www.fcanorthamerica.com

The ne w 20V MAX XR C omp ac t
Reciprocating Saw from DeWalt features a
longer runtime with an efficient brushless
motor – up to 2.5 times longer. At only 14.5”
in length, the saw’s compact design allows
it to fit in between 16” on-center studs and
in other tight spaces. Additionally, this saw
features a keyless four-position blade clamp,
ideal for flush cutting and versatility. Other
features include a variable speed trigger and
a bright LED light.
DeWalt www.dewalt.com

ferocious

bite.

shark® series
818-819-820

Model 818 - 1 HP: 115/200/230 Volt, 1 Phase
Model 819 - 1.5 HP: 200/230 Volt, 1 Phase
Model 820 - 2.0 HP: 200/230 Volt, 1 Phase

Redesigned to handle the most challenging sewage applications, the new 1 HP
and 1.5 HP Shark® models join our 2.0 HP Shark® Model 820. A new cutter design
destroys tough materials including disposable wipes.
More torque per cutter blade | Lowered amp spikes | Solids ground to less than 1/8”

Your Peace of Mind is Our Top Priority.®

1-877-710-7867

www.zoellerpumps.com
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Q People & Places

Wolseley opens Antigonish, N.S. branch
Wolseley has opened a new plumbing and
HVAC/R branch in Antigonish, Nova Scotia.
“When we review opportunities for new
branches, we look at how well served a specific
market is and we felt that by building a branch in
Antigonish we could provide a valuable service
to local contractors,” remarked Kevin Fullan,
general manager, Wolseley Canada, plumbing
and HVAC/R, Ontario and Atlantic. “The new
branch features our full line up of plumbing and
HVAC/R products, is bright and modern, and
is ready to start serving customers.” The new
branch is located at 2935 Highway 104.
“I’m very excited about the Antigonish
branch and, with the support of the best
team anyone could ask for, I look forward
to much success in that area of Nova Scotia,”
said Lance Pitts, branch manager at Wolseley’s
New Glasgow facility. The 14-year Wolseley
veteran will oversee the operations of the

The team at the Antigonish branch includes, from left, Kevin MacDonald, Lance Pitts,
and Daniel MacDonald.
Antigonish branch.
The Antigonish branch is part of a broader
initiative to open new Wolseley branches in

DOMESTIC
HOT
WATER

SCALDING WATER
PREVENTION

GAS LEAK
DETECTION

SELF REGULATING
FLOW CONTROL

®
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COMBI BOILER

HIGH EXHAUST
TEMP CUTOFF

HOME
HEATING

www.noritz.coM/COMBI

communities across Canada. Wolseley has
recently opened new locations in Lachine and
Laval, Que. along with Concord, Ont.

INTEGRATED
GRUNDFOS® PUMP

BUILT-IN OUTDOOR
RESET CONTROL

up to 9.2 gpm
up to 199k btuh DHW
up to 120k btuh heating
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Bradford White acquires
GE heat pump business
Bradford White Corp., Ambler, Pennsylvania,
has completed an agreement to acquire
production assets from the heat pump
water heater operations of GE Appliances
(GEA), a Haier company. Bradford White
plans to relocate the acquired heat pump
water heater manufacturing equipment to
its Middleville, Michigan factory. While the
process of decommissioning, moving, and
recommissioning the equipment is expected

to take several months, Bradford White will
continue to fill customer orders for its 50- and
80-gallon AeroTherm Series products from
inventory.
“GE Appliances has been an outstanding
supplier to Bradford White for several
years and we believe that they built the best
heat pump water heater products available
in the industry. They met our quality and
performance standards and like all of our

other tank water heaters, they were built in the
U.S.,” said Bruce Carnevale, Bradford White
executive vice president and chief operating
officer. “With GE Appliances’ announcement
that they were exiting the business for this
product, we saw the opportunity to acquire
the assets and continue to be able to provide
our customers with best-in-class heat pump
water heaters and still build them in America.”
As part of the agreement, Bradford White
will extend its 24/7 customer support services
to existing GeoSpring water heater owners.
Bradford White’s Canadian sales and
distribution operations are located in
Mississauga, Ont.

ASHRAE recognizes
industry achievements

designs. Canadian first place recipients are:
Julien Allard, Eng., mechanical engineer,
project manager and shareholder, Bouthillette
Parizeau, Montreal, for the new industry facilities
or processes category for the Construction du
Centre de transport Stinson in Montreal.
Kurt Monteiro, P.Eng., HFDP, HBDP,
Smith and Andersen, Toronto received first
place in the new health care facilities category
for Humber River Hospital, Toronto.
The Milton W. Garland Commemorative
Refrigeration Award for Project Excellence
went to Claude Dumas, P.Eng., project

engineer and an expert in skating rink
refrigeration systems, City of Montreal.
The 2016 Student Design Competition
focused on a new two-story municipal
government building in Beijing, China. First
place in the HVAC Design Calculations
category was awarded to the University
of British Columbia. Team members are
Alexander Brosky, Samarth Joshi, Aubrey
McNeill, Silvia Odaya, Cheng Yang and Ziran
Yu. Faculty advisors are Nima Atabaki, Ph.D.,
P.Eng., and Steven Rogak, Ph.D., P.Eng.,
while the industry advisor is Ali Nazari,

White, Laars and Niles products. Rita
Franco has been named customer service
manager. Wendy Myrie has been hired as
human resources manager.

RWC as sales account manager for Western
Canada, based in Vancouver. Stéphane
Lanteigne has joined the company as the sales
account manager for the Quebec and Ottawa
Valley region. Bob Shaw has joined the RWC
team as sales account manager responsible for
the greater Toronto area and Ontario east.

Fifty-five people were recognized for their
contributions to ASHRAE and the industry at
the Society’s 2017 Winter Conference, Jan. 28Feb. 1, in Las Vegas, Nevada. The list includes
a significant number of Canadians.
The following people received ASHRAE
Technology Awards, recognizing outstanding
achievement by ASHRAE members who
have successfully applied innovative building

The

People

Tom
Gervais

Dan
Milroy

Bradford White Canada,
Miss i ss au g a , O nt . , h a s
announced the following
promotions:
Tom Gervais has been
promoted to the newly created Wendy
role of director, specification Myrie
and product development. Dan
Milroy has been promoted to director of sales
and marketing, responsible for Bradford

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

The

Rita
Franco
Rick
Proulx

Bob
Shaw

Stéphane
Lanteigne

Reliance Worldwide Corporation
(Canada) Inc. (Cash Acme), Vaughan, Ont.,
has announced a number of appointments.
Rick Proulx has been promoted to the role
of business development director responsible
for growing the Canadian market share position,
while managing and implementing long-term
strategic plans. James Humber has joined

Companies
NIBE Industrier AB, Markaryd, Sweden has
acquired 50 percent of the shares of the CGC
Group of Companies Inc., Mississauga, Ont.,
a geothermal heat pump manufacturer. NIBE
has an option to acquire the remaining 50
percent by spring, 2022. Established in 1995,
CGC has 80 employees and a manufacturing
facility in Fergus, Ont. producing commercial
heat pump brands Bulldog Heat Pump,
Compax and Varipak.
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QShop Management

Ethics
prudence
and

Protecting your
reputation by creating the
right business culture
By Ron Coleman

60
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here’s an old saying that “if they steal
for you; they’ll steal from you”. Do you
sometimes get your guys to pad their
time sheets on a time and materials job? If
you do, don’t be surprised when they do the
same to you.
Your business culture is very important.
You can’t get an image of integrity across to
your customers if it isn’t part of your built-in
culture. When recruiting and/or evaluating
your team members you need to get this
message across. Every job description should
include the outcomes the person is expected
to attain followed by a statement to the
following effect:
“You will do your duties in an ethical and
prudent manner.”
So, if my job description says my role is to
increase profits by $100,000 it should go on to
say that this must be achieved in an ethical and
prudent manner. Also, if you have a mission
statement you must ensure that it is consistent
in being interpreted and implemented in an
ethical and prudent manner.

If you make ethics and prudence the
cornerstone of all your decision making, you will
develop a successful business that will endure
and you will find it easier to make decisions.
Sometimes, in the short-term, we must
make sacrifices in order to ensure our
decisions are based on these two principles.
In a company that I worked for in South
Africa we were installing a water filtration
system. However, we installed an undersized
motor and when it came to commissioning
the system, it didn’t operate to standard. On
investigating the issue, we found out that
our project manager knew when he was
installing it that it was the wrong motor but
went ahead anyway. The result was we had to
install the correct motor at our cost. Ethics
and prudence would have demanded we own
up to the problem and delay the project until
the correct motor could be requisitioned.
In the long-run, it cost us more money and
tarnished our reputation.

Guides every decision
Most of us often find decision making difficult.
The reasons for that are usually found in one
of four areas and because we don’t anchor our
decision making to one of those four areas and
then tag it with ethics and prudence, we often
either defer our decision or make a poor one.
There are four outcomes we should build
our business around:
• Doing work in a timely manner
• Staying within budget
• Working to the expected standard

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

• Maintaining the customer’s goodwill
We must always reach these goals in an
ethical and prudent manner and face up to
the consequences immediately if we don’t.
Remember the saying “the first mistake is
always the cheapest.”
As you saw in my South African project,
we had not managed to get the message across
to our team that ethics and prudence were the
cornerstone of our business philosophy.

The right employees
When interviewing potential employees,
ensure that you include questions that will
bring out their thinking in this regard.
I have had the privilege of working with
many trade contractors over the past 30+
years. Most of them I met either through
their construction associations, seminars
or referrals. These were likely the better
contractors in that the bad ones don’t get
involved in associations or attend seminars.
So, fortunately for me, I have not had much
contact with the unscrupulous contractor.
However, there is an “in-between” contractor
and this is the one who means well but
doesn’t have the skills or resources to do a
good quality job in a timely manner (see the
four outcomes above). This contractor gets a
reputation as unethical and imprudent, but
this is due to poor business practices rather
than any attempt to defraud the customer.
Either way he loses his reputation.
In order to ensure you don’t get tainted
with this negative image ensure that you do
have the competencies required to do the type
of work you do and cautiously expand into
other areas of work only after ensuring that
you develop the competencies.
If you are looking to enhance your image or
expand your business, you could try acquiring
a competitor or complimentary business.
You will also inherit its reputation, so ensure
that you do talk to customers, suppliers and
employees to ensure that the company has a
clean bill of health.

Difficult to maintain

difficulties in implementing these codes.
This is particularly true in the bid/spec
market where many contractors rely on change
orders to make money. They bid the job low
knowing that because the specs are weak that
there will be lots of profitable changes. Is this
unethical or is it because the owners and their
representatives are also playing the game of
working off incomplete specs?
Either way it is certainly poor business
practices and would not meet the standard
of best practices. Also, because it creates

such an adversarial relationship between all
parties the scheduling and construction costs
generally overrun budgets. It would be much
more efficient, effective, ethical and prudent
for all parties to work together for the good of
the project. Experience has shown that when
this happens there are significant efficiencies
that benefit all parties.
As a contractor, you should look for ways
of not only ensuring that you are prudent
and ethical, but also that you are perceived
as such. 

CUSTOM
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HVAC SOLUTIONS ADAPTED TO THE NEEDS OF CANADIANS
ROUND DUCT HEATER

FLANGE DUCT HEATER

INSERTION DUCT HEATER

SDHR SERIES

SDHF SERIES

SDHI SERIES

MODULAR ELECTRIC SECTION
FACILITATING THE INSTALLATION
AND MAINTENANCE

MODULATION OF THE
ELEMENTS
SCR TECHNOLOGY

NEW ELECTRONIC CONTROLS
IMPROVED
ULTRA-PRECISE AIRFLOW
SENSOR

NOW AVAILABLE WITH TUBULAR ELEMENTS
TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR COMFORT
°STELPRO’s series of custom duct heaters include three models: SDHI (insertion),
SDHF (ﬂange) and SDHR (round), all available customized. Each model in the series
is available in different formats, allowing you great ﬂexibility.

STEP UP TO A SUPERIOR DEGREE OF COMFORT STELPRO.COM/HVAC

If you visit the websites of many of the
Canadian construction associations you will
see they have a code of “best practices” or
of ethics. However, they are having major
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QComing Events

Skills competitions heat up
If it’s spring it must be time for the annual
skills competitions for apprentices and
secondary students. Over 550 competitors
from across Canada will attend this year’s
National Skills Competition May 31-June 3
at the RBC Convention Centre in Winnipeg.
They will compete in over 40 competitions
representing six sectors: construction;
employment; information technology;
manufacturing and engineering;
transportation and service.
In addition to the competition, a number
of events are planned. An Essential Skills
stage will highlight trades and technologies
through interactive demonstrations
The Essential Skills Forum will bring
educators and industry reps together to discuss
educating youth on the essential skills tie-in to
skilled trade and technology occupations

Events

Calendar
APRIL 26-27:
MCEE 2017 trade show,
Place Bonaventure, Montreal. Visit www.
mcee.ca or call 1-800-639-2474.

MAY 3:
Springfest 2017 property
management show,
Metro Toronto Convention Centre, North
Building, Toronto. For more information,
please visit www.springfesttoronto.com.

JUNE 25-27:
ABC 2017, Canadian Institute of
Plumbing and Heating Annual
Business Conference,
Delta Ottawa City Centre, Ottawa, Ont.
Visit www.ciph.com or call 1-800-6392474.

AUG 16-18:
HRAI Annual Meeting & Conference,
Hilton Quebec, Quebec City. Please call
1-800-267-2231 or visit www.hrai.ca.
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A dedicated “career zone” will feature
over 60 industry and educational partners demonstrating their product or trade
through interactive activities. For more
information, visit www.skillscompetencescanada.com.

Ontario skills
Every province will hold a qualifying
competition and send the winners to the
National Skills Competition.
The Skills Ontario Competition will take
place at the Toronto Congress Centre, May
1-3, 2017.
Over 2,200 elementary, secondary, and
post-secondary students will converge on
Toronto to showcase and test their skills in 68
unique skilled trade and technology contests.
Everything from baking to welding, robotics
to fashion design will be represented, as
students compete for gold, silver, and bronze
medals, as well as monetary awards and
job offers in select contest areas, offered by
partnered organizations.
Skills Ontario sponsors also provide $10
million of in-kind support for the materials
needed to host the competitors.
More than 22,000 students and other
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“With Canada Post we get the biggest bang
for our buck. It’s been just critical to the
growth of our company.”
Kelly & Doug Niessen, Kandy Outdoor Flooring
Solutions for Small Business
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